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GENES OF LARGE EFFECT AND THE SHAPE OF THE DISTRIBUTION 

OF A QUANTITATIVE CHARACTER 

By K. HAMMOND* and J. W. JAMEs-r 

[Manu8cript received February 23, 1970] 

Summary 

The shape of the frequency distribution of a quantitative character will be 

non-normal if genes of large effect make an appreciable contribution to the variance 

of that character. The skewness coefficient will be dependent upon the relative 

frequencies of high and low alleles, while the kurtosis coefficient is negative for 

intermediate and positive for extreme frequencies of these genes. Two special 

models are considered in illustration. 

The frequency distributions of two characters (abdominal chaetae number 

and progeny number) in large panmictic populations of Dro8ophila were considered, 

using the technique developed here and one of Memt (1968). 

The results suggest that genes of large effect do not make a significant 

contribution to the variance of these characters in such populations. The sensitivity 

of the procedure is considered. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The techniques of direct examination of loci affecting quantitative characters 

(Thoday 1961) and of the use of observable pleiotropy as suggested by Robertson 

(1967) appear most promising to the better understanding of genetic variation. 

But the problem is complex and these techniques are tedious and limited in their 

use to certain species (particularly Dro8ophila). Hence any simple alternative, be it 

statistical or experimental, and particularly if it, has wide application, would be 

most useful. 

The statistical technique of examining the shape of a frequency distribution 

of a quantitative character was suggested by Fisher, Immer, and Tedin (1932). 

This idea was extended by Merat (1968) in an attempt to detect genes of large effect 

segregating in populations. He utilized measures ·of skewness and kurtosis, and 

discussed their advantages and limitations relative to present techniques for examining 

genetic variation at the gene level. 

The present study examines the influence of segregating genes of large effect 

and their frequencies upon the expected distribution of family means for a quantitative 

character. This theory was used in an attempt to detect such genes in large randomly 

breeding populations of Dro8ophila by examining the skewness (rl1) and kurtosis (g2) 

statistics (Fisher 1948, p. 75) of the distributions of two characters, family mean 

abdominal chaeta number (one sternite) and tota,l number of progeny per family. 
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These characters were chosen for their ease of scoring and the presumed different 

kinds of gene action operating for each. At the statistical level only, the genetic 

variation of abdominal chaeta number in the populations studied is primarily 

additive (Sheridan et al. 1968; Hammond, unpublished data); while Barnes (1968) 

has demonstrated considerable directional dominance and duplicate interaction for 

yield of progeny. 

II. THEORY 

Since we are concerned with genetic effects it is desirable that the methods be 

little affected by non-normality of non-genetic effects. For this reason family means 

were used, since the contribution of within-family variation to the means would be 

very nearly normally distributed by virtue of the central limit theorem, unless 

the family size is very small. We must then calculate the cumulants of the distribution 

of family means. 

Consider a character controlled by n additive loci, the proportionate effect 

of the ith locus being ai, and the frequency of the favoured allele at this locus being 

Pi in the base population. An individual whose gene frequencies are qi (= 0, i, 1) 

will then have a genetic value ~ qi ai, the origin being taken as the genetic value of 
i 

individuals homozygous for the "low" allele at all n loci. If a pair of individuals are 

chosen and mated, the mean frequencies of the "high" alleles among their progeny 

may be denoted Xi (=0, t, i, ii, 1) and the mean genetic value of the progeny will 

be ~xiai. 

Thus the family means are linear functions of the random variables Xi, so that 

cumulants of the family mean distribution may be calculated from those of Xi. 

Now for families produced by random mating of randomly chosen individuals the 

random variates Xi have binomial distributions, whose cumulants are known 

(Fisher 1948). The first four cumulants of the family means are readily shown to be: 

(Mean) 

(Variance) 

(Skewness) 

(Kurtosis) 

Now let 

KI = L, Pi ai, 
i 

K2 = t L, Pi (l-pil a~, 

K3 = 1\ L,Pi(l-Pi)(I-2Pil a1, 
i 

K4 = ia; L,Pi (I-Pi)[1-6pi(I-Pi)]ai· 

Vi = iPi (I-pi) a~ 

be the genetic variance due to the ith locus. Then 

K2 = i L, Vi, 
i 

K3 = i L, Viai (l-2pil, 

K4 = -;2 L, Vi (a~-12 Vi). 
i 
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It is clear that skewness is determined by the relative frequencies of high and 

low alleles-"directional gene frequencies". 

The kurtosis coefficient K4 will be negative if on average a~ < 12vi or 

Pi(l-Pi) > t· The condition for this is that the loci which contribute most to 

variability have intermediate gene frequencies, about O· 2-0·8. For positive kurtosis 

it is required that at the loci making large contributions to variance a~ > 12vi, 

implying low or high frequencies for favoured alleles. Since such genes are supposed 

to produce large variances this implies that the gene effects must be appreciable. 

It is helpful to consider two special models in illustration. 

In the model discussed by Latter (1960) Vi = 2fLijI, where I is Haldane's 

measure of selection intensity and fLi is the mutation rate at the locus. (This model 

concerns natural selection for an intermediate phenotype.) Assuming the same 

mutation rate at each locus, each has an equal contribution to the variance V and 

then the kurtosis coefficient is 

g2 = K4jK~ 

= U(a2+ Va)jV -(8jn)], 

where a and Va are the'mean and variance of the proportionate effects over n loci. 

Unless n is quite small the kurtosis should be negligible. 

A second simple model is one in which there are ni loci with effect al and 

n2 (=n-nl) with effects a2. The loci with effects al have frequencies PI or I-PI and 

those with effects a2 have frequencies P2 or I-P2. In the absence of directional gene 

frequencies K3 = 0 and we have 

K2 = HnIPI(I-PI)a~+n2p2(l-p2)an 

K4 = !h{nIPI(I-PI)[l-6pI(l-Pl)]ai +n2p2(I-p2)[1-6p2(l-p2)]a~}. 

Now let al = ta2 and let 

On substitution we find 

n2p2(l-p2)a~ = 4K2j(l+0), 

nIPI(l-PI)a~ = 40K2j(I+0). 

K4 = (Ot2+1)a" - -- -+- . K2 [ 2 24K2(02 1)] 
16(1 +0) - 1 +0 ni n2 

The kurtosis coefficient g2 is then 

1 [1+0t2 

g2 = 4n2 (l +0)2 P2 (l-p2) 

6(l+n2 0 2)]. 

ni 

If we regard the second group of loci as "common gene" loci with intermediate 

frequency, P2(l-P2) ~ i and 

g2 = [lj(l+0)2][(Ot2-i)jn2--(802j2nl)]. 
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Here C is the relative contribution of "rare genes" to variance and t is the relative 

magnitude of effect of "rare genes". It is apparent from this formula that if the greater 

part of the genetic variance is due to genes of large effect at extreme frequencies, then 

positive kurtosis is to be expected, as pointed out in the general case. 

The above theory has been developed in terms of the true family means. In 

practice we must work with the average of r observed individuals. This may be 

regarded as addition of an error, which will add another component to the variance 

but through the central limit theorem the higher cumulants of the error will be 

effectively zero. The second cumulant or variance will have an additional component 

[(2-h2)jrh2]K2' where h2 is the heritability. 

III. METHODS 

(a) Cultural 

The experiment comprised five parts-A, B, C, D, and E-of which part A formed the 

principal analysis. 

(i) Part A.-Samples of single females wore taken from a cago population of tho Canberra 

strain of D. melanogaster (Latter 1964) that had beon maintained in our laboratory at a population 

size of 3000-4000 adults for some 3 years. Each female was allowed to lay eggs in a separate vial. 

One offspring was oollected from each female, and single.pair matings set up. The pairs of flies 

were transferred to a fresh vial after 48 hI', again after a further 24 hI', and then discarded 24 hI' 

later. After disoarding the progeny emerging in the 12-hr period including first emergence, 

10 randomly chosen pairs of flies per vial were scorod for abdominal chaeta number on the fourth 

sternite, making a total of 30 pairs per family. The total numbor of progeny per family was also 

soared. Part A was spread over three consecutive periods of time (,rable 1). 

TABLE 1 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS FOR PARTS A-E 

Canberra stock used in parts A and B, Canberra yellow scute for 

parts C, D, and E 

Relative Sternite No. of 

Part 
Time of Scored for Eaoh Sex No. of 

Sampling Number of per Family Families 

(yr) Chaeta Scored 

A 0 Fourth 30 196* 

B -2 Fifth 10 62 

C -0·5 Fourth and fiftht 25 50 

D 0·2 Fourth and fiftht 10 61 

E 0·9 Fourth and fifth'!" 20 68 

* Composed of 57, 43, and 96 families at each time. All of each 

sex scored for progeny number for 192 of these 196 families. 

t Different characters (sternites) in each sex-sternite scored in 

females placed before that scored in males. 

All matings of all parts of the experiment were set up in 3 by 1 in. vials containing a 

dead yeast fortified medium (medium F of Claringbold and Barker 1961') and were maintained 

at 25±0·5°C, 65-70% relative humidity, and 12 hI' light per day. 

(ii) Parts B, C, D, and E.-To help detect any systematic scorer error and to add further to 

the results, data collected from several other experiments using abdominal chaeta number were 
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also analysed. All data of anyone of these parts were collected at one time, but each part was 

sampled from the cage at different times. Further, the population, character scored, number scored 

per family, and number of families varied between parts (Table 1). No transferring of parents 

was used. 

The data used in part B was kindly supplied by the authors of Sheridan et al. (1968), that 

used in part C by Mr. K. A. Rathie, and that of parts D and E were collected by the senior author. 

The Canberra yellow scute population used in parts C, D, and E was derived by repeated backcrosses 

from the same Canberra cage as that used for part A by Rathie (1969), and had been maintained 

at approximately 2000 adult flies for 3 months prior to taking the sample for part C. Table 1 

also gives the relative time periods that cage sampling occurred for each part of the experiment. 

(b) Analytical 

The following analyses were carried out using the chaeta number data. 

(i) The Overall Analysis.-All chaeta number data of anyone part were pooled over families 

to obtain the shape of the distribution of individual scores. 

(ii) The Family Means Analysis.-The distribution of family means was then examined, 

the g statistics being computed using two different variance values-( 1) the unpartitioned family 

means analysis, which utilized the variance of the family means; and (2) the partitioned family 

means analysis. This latter analysis utilized the between family variance obtained by partitioning 

the variance into time, vial, and family components. The variance components between times 

and between vials were negligible. The errors of the normality statistics in the latter analysis will 

now contain an additional component and standard tests of significance will now be invalid. 

Instead t·tests were applied firstly to test the sample means for sex differences and, secondly, 

where the test of sample means was not significant, to test the pooled mean for difference from zero. 

(iii) M erat's Method.-Merat (1968) suggested an alternative method for detecting genes of 

large effect in a population, which also utilized measures of skewness and kurtosis. Mter testing 

for homogeneity of family variances, the deviations from the family mean for those families having 

extreme high or low variances are pooled to form high and low variance groups, and the normality 

statistics of these two groups are then compared. The high variance groups are expected to depart 

from normality, exhibiting asymmetry and platykurtosis, if genes of large effect are segregating 

in the population. This analysis also was applied to the chaeta number data. 

(iv) The Pooled Analysis.-Following each analysis a X2 test of equality was applied to the 

results over all parts of the experiment and where this was not significant (P = 0·05) the weighted 

means of the g statistics were used as estimates of departure from normality. In the unpartitioned 

family means analysis the ,standard test of significance on these weighted means remains valid for 

they are still distributed about zero. However, their interpretation is not direct as family size 

varied between parts, and the g statistics for this analysis are expected to change with change in 

family size. The value obtained by subtraction of any two of these means and then division by a 

weighted estimate of the standard error is normally distributed; thus they can be tested for 

difference. This method is not entirely valid as we are using the same set of data but the means would 

probably be quite independent due to the different variance components utilized in their derivation. 

The analysis of progeny number was performed on the original data, then on these data 

less the zero observations which may have arisen from technical or inherited faults, and then on 

this latter group of data after transforming to remove skewness. Progeny number, though a family 

characteristic, is not a family average, and the central limit theorem could not be expected to 

remove non.normality due to non·genetic effects. The theory of Section II is thus not strictly 

applicable, but it seemed worth while to apply the method to a trait with a genetic control so 

different from that of chaeta number. It is hoped that transformation may help to remove 

non-genetic causes of departure from normality. A number of transformations were tried. The 

power function of 2·5 proved the most suitable, for the three groups of data could still be 

legitimately pooled and the weIghted mean gl value did not differ significantly from zero. Only 

the variance of the family total progeny number could be used to derive the g values for the 

distribution of this character which were then pooled over the three times after a non-significant 

(P = O· 05) X2 test of equality was obtained. 
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IV. RESULTS 

The skewness and kurtosis values for all analyses of male and female chaeta 

number and for progeny number on two scales are given in Table 2_ 

TABLE 2 

MEASURES OE- SKEWNESS (gl)t AND KURTOSIS (g2)t FOR CHAETA NUMBER (ANALYSES 1-4) 

AND PROGENY NUMBER 

gl g2 

Analysis Part ,--------"--------, ,--------"--------, 

Male Female S_E_ Male Female S_E. 

1. Overall A 0-17* 0-11* 0-03 0-08 0-20* 0-07 

B -0-15 -0-10 0-10 0-11 0-41* 0-20 

C 0-31* 0-13 0-07 0-22 0-22 0-14 

D 0-45* 0-14 0-10 0-25 0-02 0-20 

E 0-34* 0-17* 0-07 -0-03 0-04 0-13 

2_ Family means 

(i) Usingunpartitioned A -0-05 -0-02 0-17 -0-42 -0·05 0-35 

variance B -0-52 -0-15 0-30 0-23 -0-78 0-60 

C -0-48 0-09 0-34 -0-90 -0-53 0-66 

D 0-36 0-18 0-31 -0-62 0-05 0-60 

E 0-36 0-30 0-29 0-42 -0-28 0-57 

(ii) Using family variance A -0-07 -0-03 -0-65 -0-06 

component B -0-81 -0-22 0-41 -1-30 

C -0-67 0-16 -1-41 -1-06 

D 0-70 0-33 -1-49 0-11 

E 0-49 0-37 0-62 -0-38 

3_Merat:j: 

A}S 

0-11 0-14\.... 
0-10 

-0-19 0-24\.... 

0-15 
0-09} 

-0-24 -0-23f 
0-20 

-0-22 -0-36 
0-31 

-0-68 
0-77{ 

B\....L -0-12 0-27 -0-45 -0-65 
0-61 

C}H 

0-39* 0-25} 0-19 
0-33 -0-04 

0-39 
L 0-08 -0-09 0-06 -0-03 } 

D H 0-44 0-08 \.... 
0-31 

0-48 -0-25 
0-61 

\....L -0-06 -0-63* f -0-74 0-44 

EfH 0-42 0-09\.... 
0-22 

-0-09 -0-25\.... 
0-44 

'\....L 0-13 0-39f -0-56 0-24f 

4. Pooled 1 0-11* 0-03 0-10* II 0-18* 0-05 

2 (i) -0-04 0-05 0-12 -0-28 -0-23 0-23 

(ii) § 0-03 -0-52 

3 fH 0-19* 0-12 0·08 -0-08 0-14 0-15 

\....L 0-11 0-06 -0-2811 -0-13 

Progeny number 

Original -1-25* 0-17 1-48* 0-34 

Transformed -0-19 -0-14 

* P = 0-05_ 

t Expected to be zero for a normal population_ 

:j: Hand L represent the high and low variance group respectively_ 

§ Pooled over sexes after obtaining non-significant t-test (P = 0 -05) of sample means_ 

II Indicates a significant t-test (P = 0-05)_ 
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All but one group (viz. the male gl values of the overall analyses) of the chaeta 

number results could be pooled and only the pooled estimates will be examined. 

Male kurtosis tends to be more negative than female in all analyses. The overall 

analysis did show small but significant departure from normality, all g values being 

positive. All results of the family means analyses did not differ significantly from 

zero nor did they show significant difference from those of the overall results, although 

the kurtosis of the former analysis tended to negative values (for example, 

-0·28±0·23 compared with 0·1O±0·05 respectively, for males). 

A Bartlett's test of homogeneity of family variances using the theoretical 

distribution of (1 +tg2)X~-1 suggested by Box (1953), was not significant for any 

one part. The method of Merat (1968) was applied separately to the data of each part. 

Results did not follow the trend expected in the presence of genes of large effect. The 

gl values showed small change (e.g. 0·19 and 0·1l±0·08 for males high and low 

respectively) between the high and the low variance groups, while the g2 values of the 

high variance groups were not more negative than those of the low variance groups 

(for example, -0,08 and -0·28±0·15 for males high and low respectively). On 

the contrary the low group g2 value for males differed significantly from that of the 

overall analysis. 

In comparing the two methods of analysis, that of the family means produced 

results tending to less asymmetry and more platykurtosis than did that by Merat's 

method. None of these differences were significant. 

King (1963) observed leptokurtosis in the frequency distributions of egg 

hatching time, a fitness component, in heterogeneous randomly breeding popUlations 

of D. melanogaster. In the present case the progeny number distribution on the 

original scale exhibited significant negative skewness and positive kurtosis. Removal 

from the data of those observations of zero progeny did not appreciably change the 

results (-1'32 to -1,25 for gl and 1·51 to 1·48 for g2). However, the kurtosis 

was removed (-0 ·14±0· 34) by transforming to eliminate the skewness. 

The graphic form of the distributions of data of part A is given in Figure 1. 

Those of the remaining parts of the experiment were not very informative, each having 

a rela ti vel y small number of 0 bserva tions, and are not presented. The progeny number 

data less the zero observations are given using both untransformed and transformed 

scales. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Over both methods of analysis homogeneity of family variances and the g 

statistics for chaeta number suggest that we failed to detect genes of large effect 

segregating for this trait in the base population. This occurred despite indirect 

evidence from selection experiments that such genes apparently influence abdominal 

chaeta number (Jones 1967; Robertson 1967; Frankham 1969; Rathie, personal 

communication) . 

Assuming the method is of adequate sensitivity to detect these genes, the above 

discrepancy may be accounted for by postulating a change in the relative magnitude 

of effect of the genes concerned as the background genotype changes. Thus, 

potentially large genes would have relatively small effects in the base popUlation and 

would contribute little to the variance of this population. The genetic variance 
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would be determined by a large number of genes of relatively small effects and the 

kurtosis would tend to zero. 

Males Females 
30 r (a) 

20 

10 

12 

'fbi 
10 

0"i2'1'i' 1 G 

~ 20r (C) 

"' .~ 10 

" a.J 
::l 
a" 
a.J 

~ 
-6 -4 -2 

3l (d) 

20 

10 

-6 -4 ·2 

3l (e) 

20 

10 

o~u 
0 80 160 

18 
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20 22 

+2 H 

20 

10 

24 20 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 

Chaeta number 

+6 

20 

10 

30 

20 , .. 

]() 

Deviations from family means 

30 

240 320 400 

Progeny number 

Fig. l.-(a), (b) Distributions of male and female chaeta number as calculated by the overall (a) 

and family means (b) analyses. (c), (d) Merat's analysis for high (c) and low (d) family variances. 

(e) Distributions of progeny number less zero observations. Untransformed values (left); trans

formed values (right). Transformed values = (untransformed values)2'5 X 10-4. 

The sensitivity of the methods used is somewhat uncertain for the traits studied. 

Heritability estimates for abdominal chaeta number in the Canberra stock are quite 
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low-16% (Sheridan et al. 1968) on wild type, to 20% (Hammond, unpublished data) 

on y 8e Canberra. This, together with the effect of any non-random environmental 

component, could influence the analyses considerably. 

Non-additive variation, linkage, and natural selection would also affect the 

g statistics but the direction of influence cannot easily be predicted. Fisher, Immer, 

and Tedin (1932) demonstrated the usefulness of third-degree statistics in detecting 

directional dominance. Substantial directional dominance and duplicate interaction 

in progeny number has been demonstrated by Barnes (1968). Thus the observed 

significant g statistics for this character in the present study are probably not the 

result of large gene influences. Scale effects for abdominal chaeta number are 

negligible in the Canberra stock and any that were present would be reduced by 

dealing with family means. The effect of scale on the interpretation of the progeny 

number results cannot be determined but removal of the skewness also removed the 

observed leptokurtosis. 

In the chaeta number analysis there is no consistent skewness, which is to be 

expected in the absence of directional gene frequencies. However, directional gene 

frequencies cause easily detectable skewness only if the genes are of large effect. 

In the absence of evidence for genes of large effect the skewness data are not readily 

interpreted. 

In conclusion, it would appear that the use of higher-degree statistics for 

detection of segregating genes oflarge effect on traits oflow heritability is questionable. 

However, the method may prove more useful on traits which demonstrate a greater 

proportion of genic variation. 
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